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John Henry Mills was born in 1834 and his work greatly advanced the adoption of steam heating 
systems in the USA while he also developed the design of boilers and radiators. He has been described 
as a “mechanical genius, who was in turn craftsman, inventor, heating contractor, scientific investigator 
and engineering consultant.”

In 1867, Mills patented his first cast-metal sectional steam boiler intended to drive an engine. He 
followed this with boilers for heating in 1869 and 1874. The manufacture of the heating boiler was 
carried out by George W Walker & Co at Watertown, Massachusetts, in the foundry of Miles Pratt & 
Co. However, a Walworth catalogue states that the first Mills sectional boiler was made, in 1870, at their 
factory in Cambridgeport, Massachusetts. At a later date, the Walworth Company manufactured both 
Mills direct and indirect radiators.

Mills boiler grates are also referred to in an H B Smith Co catalogue of 1871 and by 1873 Smith “was in 
complete control of Mills boiler manufacture.” Mills patented a steam radiator in 1877, but in the same 
year he decided that hot water was a superior heating agent. He admitted that it was more silent and 
steady than steam and more economical in use of fuel.

In 1877, John Mills wrote his treatise Heating by Steam, and between 1888 and 1890 he wrote his two-
volume book Heat, Science and Philosophy of its Production and Application to the Warming and 
Ventilation of Buildings, described as “an important resource for boiler and steam heating engineers for 
years to come.”

In 1891, Mills patented his sectional boiler for steam or hot water. He achieved enormous success in the 
industry but indulged in ultra-extravagant experiments which left him, by 1905, penniless and destitute.
He died in 1908. 

Illustration of a Mills steam boiler from a 1905 textbook



Mills steam and hot water safety boiler, 1890

























H B Smith advertisement of 1900, featuring a Mills boiler (centre)



H B Smith advertisement from an early heating textbook, showing a Mills safety sectional boiler (top)



Cover of Mills treatise of 1877



From Mills, 1877



From Mills, 1877













APPENDIX

Patent of 1893 by Harry A R Dietrich for improvements to Mills patent of 1891
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